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UNGLOVED
A week ago last Saturday I was working in my front yard. We
had a dead Ash tree removed and had the stump ground earlier this summer and now I wanted to get grass started before the winter season. After removing all of the stump
mulch I found four major roots in the area around the
former trunk. These had not been ground up and needed to
be removed in order to smooth out the area where I was
planting grass seed. With the help of an ax and a reciprocating saw I made rather short work of the roots. About half way through this hour long process
I noticed a very large blister had formed on my right palm and then burst. Now
it hurt, making it hard to grip the ax and saw. This painful problem could have
been avoided had I simply worn work gloves. I have at least four pairs of work
gloves but I rarely use them. My thinking has always been that gloves are for
the soft and sissies, not real men who are tough and truly know how to work
hard. I’m still suffering the consequences of my arrogant assumptions and
stubborn resistance to gloves.
I think there’s a spiritual lesson here as well. Sometimes we can be all excited
to work and get things done but fail to properly prepare and protect. Ephesians 6:11 tells us to put on the full armor of God, but who want to wear
that hot heavy stuff? Verse eighteen of that text tells us to do everything with
all prayer and petition, but who has time to stop and speak with God or listen
to His direction?
Consider also Romans 13:11-13. In verse eleven we’re told to realize the time
and awaken from sleep. Too often we’re tempted to be half-hearted and haphazard in our spiritual commitments. Sort of like working in our sleep. That’s got
to be dangerous! Paul also encourages us to lay aside the deeds of darkness
and behave properly (vs. 12-13). We could think that since God needs workers
He’s willing to take anyone in any condition. We’re not prepared or protected if
we fail to deal with our careless carnality and adopt a lifestyle of self control and godly discipline.
Let’s get out there and work. There’s roots to be rid of. But let us never fail
to be prepared and protected. Wear the gloves!
Looking Up,
Pastor Chuck Circle

